1.
A theory of long-period (Pc 3 to Pc 5) magnetic pulsations is presented based on the idea of a stady state oscillation of a resona,nt local field line that is excited by a monochromatic surface wave at the magnetosphere. A coupled wave equation between the shear Alfven wave representing the field line oscillation and the surface wave is derived and solved for the dipole coordinates. The theory gives the frequency, the sense of polarizations, orientation angle of the major axis, and the elliptieity as a function of magnetogphericparameters. spheric plasmas due to the solar wind [Dungey, 1955; Parker, 1958; Sen, 1963; Southwood, 1968; Boller and Stolov, 1970J or by the local plasma instabilities such as twostream [Ni$hida, 1964; Kimura and Matsumoto, 1968J, drift wave [Swift, 1967; Hwsegmva, 1971a The theories that treat the passive aspect of the problem are mostly centered around the idea of the magnetospheric cavity resonance [Watanabe, 1961; Dungey, 1963;  Radoski, 1966J or the resonance of the local field line (in the limit of a large wave number in the azimuthal direction [Radoski, 1957a; Dungey, 1968; 01'1', 1973J) .
Observationally, these long-period continuous pulsations can be characterized by the following properties. 2. Polarization reversal also occurs at a different latitude [Samson et cd., 1971] . The demarcation line coincides with the line of peak wave amplitude and linear polarization.
3. Systematic change of the orientation angle in the H-D plane occurs from the second to the first (the first to the second) quadrant near noon in the northern (southern) hemisphere [ Van-Chi et aI., 1958; Lanzerotti et aI., 1972] .
(As is illustrated in Figure L the tendency is less obvious in the afternoon sector at Siple.) 4. For each of the events the frequency is independent of latitude, but when it is averaged over many events, the frequency of the peak amplitude is a decreasing function of latitude [Sam.son and Rostokel', 1972J. When the consequences of the theoretical predictions arẽ compared with these properties of pulsations, it can easily be seen that none of the foregoing theories are satisfactory enough to explain the observed phenomena consistently. For example, although the cavity or the field line resonance idea.s can explain either the latitude independent or dependent pulsations by choosing a small or large flZimuthal wave number, they fail to explain a change of the sense of polarization or the orieI\tatton angle near noon. Nor do they explain why most of the pulsations are ellipticitlly The local instability theories may apply to some specific cases, but again they are difficult to apply to the majority of the phenomena that seem to have dependency on a global effect such as dawn-dusk asymmetry. Whereas fora passive mode it is natural to take the local field line oscillation by. the shear Alfven wave because of the observed localization of the pulsations. A coupling between these modes is being studied independently by So7.dh" W(lod [1973J, using a straight field line model. We employ the dipole field, which is crucial in deciding the orientation angle of the major axis of the polarization ellipse as will be seen. where n is the perturbed number density. From (7) we can see
immediately that the ordinary incompressibility assumption, n""'" 0, \1ol; , , 0, does not hold because of the nonuniform plasma density, \1N ;;t!i 0. The incompressible perturbatioñ (1), as will be shown, becomes an evanescent hand side is found to invoh compressional mode in the presence of compressibility.) side by a factor of c2. Thi:
Because we are looking at a wave having a large perpendicular resonance of the shear Alfv wave numl.)er in consistency with the Kelvin-Helmho1tz unless a particular choice I perturbations, the magnetosonic wave will have a frequency. reduces the size of these Ia: much higher than the frequency of our interest (which is of The property of this uniqu the order of the shear Alfven wave resonanceof the local shape of the unperturbed field line). This fact enables us to reduce the coupling between form will be shown in the n However, if we evaluate the orders of magnitude of botl ,ides of (12) using our smal! parameter:;; e and (3, the right land side is found to involye terms larger than the left-hanl lide by a factor of e-2. This result implies that the field lin 'esonance of the shear Alfv~n wave is completely wiped ou mless a particular choice of .~ vector is made such that i :educes the siz!;) of these large tenllS on the right-hand side rhe property of this unique ~ vector depends on the actua ;hape of the unperturbed magnetic field, and a concret orm will be shown in the next section.
WAVEEQUA'l'ION IN DIPOLE COORDINA'rEs In this section Wt1 elaborate on the a,pproach describe in the preeedingseetion to derive the coupled wave equatio for a dipole field. We adopt, here the dipole coordinates (1 J-t, If) used by Radoski [1967b) (seeFjgllre 2). These coqrd: nates and their respective scale factors a.re related to th spherical coordinates (7", (), we obtain the following order estimates: 
(15)
Combining (25), (27), and (16), we c~1n see that ~f,(OI f3~/0I; (25) and (27) In (25') and (27') we have omitted the subscript jl from }(n and Kp to simplify the notation. Sllbstituting (2.'1), (2.5'), singularity is logarithmic. As is-realized also by Southwood [1973] , the nature of this singularity is the same as that of thesingularities encountered in studying wave propagations in an inhomogeneous medium where the refractive index becomes infinite [Budden, 196i; Ginzburg, 1967] . The wave amplitude becomes infinite there, and the energy is accumulated in the vicinity 'Of the pole. This physically unjustifiable result indicates the inappropriateness of treating 
Therefore the major axis has the same preceding case does. Again, the sense independent of 7/, sign (Ii) = -sign (81m), and has been discussed in the preceding case. Since 10/ al ~ 1, the ellipticity and Dp = -(?n' + 2) ,..., t"', Thus a, ,..., f:"" and a. ,..., (0'; in other words, all theaboyc re$ults are expected to hold 'hus in the former case the waves t(;)nd to incline toward :1e <{J direction. In the latter case, however, the waves have 0 particular tendency of inclination.
Or,. ulnd 1\.{ atthew i971] compute the resonance frequencies for the poloidal nd toroidal oscillations and find that they are almost lentical
(1-3% difference) except for the fundamental ,armonic (30% difference); that is, the latter case may
Ie more common in pmctical situations.
AWAY FaoM THE RESONANT FIELD LINE
In this case, because 
From (30) and (51) i,e., for each individua.l event the frequency is the same for alllatitudes (observing the Kelvin-Hclmholtz surface wave), and, however, the latitude of the intensity peak decreases as the pulsation frequency increases (observing the oseillation of the l'oeal fielelline), In conclusion, 
The angle eo is given by~ 
